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Beconfident® SILVER Whitening Sonic 
toothbrush gives you whiter teeth, fresher 
breath, healthier gums and less plaque and 
cavities. 
 
 
The Beconfident® Silver Sonic Whitening Toothbrush does more than just 
cleaning teeth. It vibrates with 38000 oscillations per minute (76.000 
movements!)  and therefore removes plaque 62% better than manual 
brushing does.  
 
“The sonic vibrations creates a secondary cleansing effect that helps to remove 
plaque even where the bristles cannot reach. Sonic brushing removes stains and 
whiten teeth, giving the same clean feeling as after visiting the dentist. 
 
USP & Claims:  
 

n 5,5 mm movement and up to 38.000 oscillations/76.000 movements per minute 
guarantees less plaque and a clean teeth  

n 1 pcs Regular brush head included 
n 3 brushing modes - CLEAN - SENSITIVE  & WHITENING 
n 6 hrs FAST CHARGING for 90 days of use! 
n One ‘sleek-built-in’ Silver ring button for power on/off and mode selection.  
n Automatic 2-minute timer with 30 second interval pause.  
n DuPont bristles with fade-away brush head replacement reminder.  
n Tested brush technology for improved and safe tooth cleaning 
n 2000 mAh li-ion battery - lasts up to 90 days when used 4 minutes daily. 
n Low power reminder with LED light and vibration  
n IPX7 waterproof.  
n CE, RoHS, FCC and FDA certified. 
n 2 Y warranty but estimated long life up to 10 Years of use. 

 
Elegant smooth design with 3 modes 
 
A well-balanced toothbrush designed for the modern lifestyle where time and effectiveness is a priority. Your daily routine 
starts with a fresh oral gum and white teeth.  
Choose which mode you feel for the day.  
 
– There are 3 different modes; 
 
CLEAN  - The ultimate plaque removal 
SENSITIVE - Extra gentle 2 minute mode for sensitive teeth and gums 
WHITENING - Sonic vibration with alternate amplitudes to remove plaque and whiten teeth 
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Removes up to 10x more plaque for a deep clean 
 
Click on the WHITENING brush head + Choose the intensity of brushing control brush head to set the CLEANING mode. With soft 
flexible sides, the bristles contour to the shape of each tooth's surface to provide 4x more surface contact and remove up to 10x 
more plaque from hard-to-reach areas*. 
 
Up to 7x healthier gums* in just 2 weeks 
 
Click on the REGULAR brush head to improve your gum health. Sensitive (no2) Its reduced number of bristles deliver gentle 
yet effective cleaning along the gum line, where gum disease starts. It's clinically proven to deliver up to 100% less gum 
inflammation and up to 7x healthier gums in just two weeks. 
 
Click on the Beconfident Whitening handle (no3) to remove surface stains and reveal your whitest smile. The Beconfident 
Brush heads have densely packed central stain removal bristles, totally you have 1230 bristles in the brush head - it's 
clinically proven that the Sonic technology is removing up to 100% more stains in just three days than a regular brush. 
 
 
Change the mode easily with a click 
 
Sometimes it can be a nice feeling to brush the gum and refresh. The massage function helps the 
blood circulation and improves the gum elasticity and strength.  The massage function improves 
overall gum health   
 
You can be sure and also be confident that you are getting a strong gum and a complete clean 
tooth, every time.	 
 
Dupont bristles in the Beconfident® Brush heads 
 
For careful brushing we use DuPont® rounded bristles in all our brush heads.  
 
Regular brush head has 34 brush holes with 816-918 bristles in diameter 0.152 mm.  
 
You can also purchase the Whitening brush head which has only 14 holes with 24 bristles per hole 
adding up to 1232-1302 bristles. Approx. 50% more bristles than regular head.  
 
Both has built in Pedex color reminder which fades colors after approx. 90 days of twice daily use. 
 
 
Quick tips: 
 

n Let the unit QUICK charge up 100% full charge during 6 hrs. Direct fast charging after first time of use.  
n Battery will last for up to convenient 90 days / 4 minutes per day usage. No necessity to charge in between 
n Charge only when Red LED indicator light will glow on handle.  
n Clean/rinse your handle gently once a week 

 
 

Contains:  
 

1 x Beconfident® Silver sonic handle 
1 x Regular brush head 
1 x Direct cable USB A  

 
 

(adapter not included)  
Recommend to use 5V/1A adapter 
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Product Data: 
 

Art No EAN  Dimension 
HxWxD (mm) 

Weight Units in  
Display Box 

Units 
mastercart. 

Unit EAN 

North EU 660051  
Central EU  
660052  

North EU 
7350064168615 
Central EU   
7350064168622 

245x70x54 Gross: 250 Gr (Handle weight 
132 gr, brush head, 7 gr, & 
charging cable 18 gr & Manual 
and Box 44 gr) 

10 units 30 units (3 
Display boxes) 

Local/ Country – See 
list below 

Battery GMP  ISO 
22716 

Country of 
Origin 

Quality Test Pharmacies Box bio-
degradable 

Pallet RRP Euro incl VAT(+/-
) 

2000 mAh li-ion 
battery 

- CN CE, RoHS, FCC, FDA Yes 600 units 59.50 €uro 

 

Our packaging material are: Product safety FSSC 22000 
Occupational health and safety ISO 45001 Energy management ISO 50001 EU Ecolabel standard contract FI/011/002, fulfil the ecological criteria for 
Graphic Paper, (EU) 2019/70, L15/27  

 
Complete assortment of brush heads available, regular and Whitening versions  
– Remember to always use fresh brush heads for best performance and a clean fresh result. Change brush head every three months 
at the same time when you recharge the Beconfident Silver Sonic Toothbrush handle – easy and smart. 
 

 


